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Abstract. We propose a general methodology for the modelling and evaluation of phased mission

systems, based on a Markov Regenerative Stochastic Petri Net approach. By exploiting the expres-

siveness and the representativity of MRSPN, we achieve a compact and neat modelling of even quite

complex systems, relaxing many restrictive limitations of the other approaches appeared in the litera-

ture. Our approach turns out in an exact and highly computationally efficient analytical solution

method, which is applicable to a wide range of PMS scenarios.

1 Introduction

With the increasing complexity and automation encountered in systems of the nuclear, aerospace,

transportation, and many other industrial fields, the evaluation of dependability attributes through ana-

lytical modelling has achieved a relevant role in the validation process [7]. Modelling provides manu-

facturers with a cheap and versatile tool, which has proven to be useful in all the phases of the system

life cycle. Many automated tools for supporting dependability engineers in the definition and solution

of analytical models have been built over the last years, such as SURF-II, UltraSAN, SPNP,

GreatSPN, TimeNET, PANDA.



Very often, the system and its external environment can be altered still during the operation, so that

the behaviour of the system during a time interval may be completely different from that within other

periods. This time-dependent characteristic of a wide class of systems has led to the concept of

phased mission systems (PMS, hereafter). Activities performed within different phases can be asso-

ciated with distinct criticality level, requiring the deployment of additional redundant resources. Also,

PMS very often operate in particularly stressing conditions, which may turn out in dramatic variations

of the component failure rates. To best utilise their resources, PMS are able to react to the changing

system scenario: for instance, changes in the incoming workload or in the external environment may

turn out in changes of the operational configuration of a PMS. The profile of the mission too can be

affected by the evolving conditions of the system. For instance, in a mission with multiple objectives

some less relevant phases could be sacrificed at the expenses of a more important one. The profile of

the mission is thus represented by a tree of possible choices.

A number of examples of PMS can be found in various application domains. A typical class of PMS

is represented by the on-board systems for the aided-guide of aircrafts. The mission of a flight control

system is divided in phases such as take-off, ascent, cruise, approach and landing, having completely

different dependability requirements. A PMS analysis can be also applied to study the dependability

features of a system during its whole life-cycle, to establish a proper schedule of maintenance opera-

tions. Another typical example of PMS is provided by the computing systems embarked on long-life

spacecraft, which must survive long periods of very low activity, and then are required to achieve the

main scientific goals of the mission in a short period of intense solicitation. Other kinds of systems

not generally classified as PMS could be conveniently and in a completely natural way reformulated

as such. For instance, real-time systems with “multi-moded” behaviour represent good examples of

these PMS-like systems.

Because of their deployment in critical applications, the dependability modelling of PMS has been

widely studied in the literature [1-3, 6, 8, 10, 11]. However, from a review of the most relevant pa-

pers in the field, it turns out that the peculiar features of PMS still offer challenging issues to the

modelling and solution tools [9]. In our previous work [9], we addressed the definition of a general

modelling and evaluation methodology for PMS, based on a Deterministic and Stochastic Petri Nets

approach. That approach represented a first step towards a precise and easy-to-use methodology, yet

it still suffers from some weak points as the studies in the literature do. In particular, phase duration

other than the deterministic one can not be modelled exactly, and concurrent activation of non-expo-

nential timed transitions is not allowed. Here, we propose a new methodology, which based on the

more powerful and expressive class of the Markov Regenerative Stochastic Petri Nets (MRSPN), al-

lows relaxing those restrictions and modelling exactly more general instances of PMS.



2 The modelling methodology

The methodology we propose for the modelling and evaluation of PMS is based on a high-level Petri

net approach. The original classes of Stochastic Petri Nets and Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets have

been more and more extended to increase the representative power of the models, without renouncing

to the advantages of a cheap and exact analytical solution. Under certain constraints, transitions hav-

ing generally distributed firing times can be introduced in the model, and the resulting MRSPN mod-

els [4] solved resorting to the Markov Regenerative Process (MRGP) theory [5].

Besides the introduction of general transitions, other modelling features have been recently added,

features that do not extend the representative  power, but significantly improve the expressiveness. A

useful modelling feature is the possibility of specifying the firing rates of a timed transitions as an

arbitrary function of the marking of any place of the Petri net. As well as transition rates, rewards as-

sociated to the markings of the Petri net may depend on the marking of the model. Guards, that is

arbitrary functions of the marking of the model, can be added to the specification of the transitions to

specify additional enabling conditions. Input arcs with variable cardinality allow further simplifica-

tions. This enriched set of modelling features allows the PMS to be represented by a general mod-

elling scheme, where the model is split in two logically separate parts: one is the System Net (SN),

which represents the failure/repair behaviour of the system components, and another is the Phase Net

(PhN), which represents the execution of the various phases the mission is composed of. A token in a

place of the PhN model represents a phase being executed, and the firing of a PhN transition models a

phase change. The evolution of each net is made dependent on the other one to model the various

features of the PMS. Any structure of the two nets can be considered: in particular, the PhN is not

limited to have a linear structure. If a dynamic profile of the mission is considered, then the PhN takes

a tree structure.

Thanks to the special PMS structure, transitions having generally distributed firing delay are allowed

both in the PhN and in the SN and the resulting model is still an MRSPN for which an efficient ana-

lytical solution exists, based on the MRGP theory. The only constraint imposed on the model is that

whenever a PhN transition fires, all the transitions loose the memory of their past enabling times.

This dramatically relaxes the restrictions that are usually imposed to guarantee the analytical tractabil-

ity of the MRSPN models; in particular, it allows the exact modelling and solution of PMS having a

random phase duration, which posed an insurmountable issue to all the methods previously proposed

in the literature.



3 An application example

We apply our modelling methodology on an example of PMS that has been selected for its challeng-

ing features. None of the methods that appeared in the literature (apart that of Smotherman [10] which

has however an extremely heavy computational cost) is able to exactly model such PMS. Our

methodology can.

We consider a PMS that executes four phases whose duration is a random variable having general

distribution. Phases have different dependability requirements, and consequently have different fail-

ure criteria. To meet these dependability requirements the PMS is equipped with four redundant iden-

tical processors that can be used in various configurations. Within a given phase, the system uses

only those processors necessary to meet the requirements of that specific phase. The unused proces-

sors are turned off and act as cold spares. Active processors are subject to faults, whereas spare pro-

cessors are not. Each processor fails independently from each other, and the time to failure is expo-

nentially distributed with a rate that is constant within a phase. However, the same processor can have

different failure rates in different phases. In case of processor failure, one or more spare reactivations

are tried to recover a proper configuration. This activity succeeds with probability c. Should it fail, the

spare processor that does not switch on is declared faulty. Faulty processor can get repaired. The ran-

dom time needed for the repair is assumed to follow a general distribution low. A dynamic decision

on which phase has to be performed next is taken at the end of phase 2: phase 3 is skipped if any of

the processors is faulty at that moment.

The PhN submodel for this PMS is shown in Figure 1. The two paths in the model represent the two

possible profiles of the mission. The PhN is made dependent on the marking of the SN submodel

shown in Figure 2, to model the dynamic adjustment of the mission profile. The proper path is

selected in the PhN through the two immediate transitions tyes and tn, whose SN dependent enabling

conditions are reported in Table 1. Similarly, the phase-dependent behaviours of the PMS are

modelled by corresponding variations of the SN parameters, which are dependent from the marking

of the PhN. Phase-dependent failure rates, rewards, and guards are easily defined as functions of the

marking of the PhN submodel, and are reported in Table 2.
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Figure 1: PhN submodel for the example of PMS

PhN element SN marking

  t yes  enabled if:   m(Down) = 0

  tno  enabled if:   m(Down) > 0

firing rate of   t3
Det = τ3 :   m(Down) = 0

firing rate of   t3
Det = τ3 :   m(Down) > 0

Table 1: Parameters of the PhN dependent of the SN marking

These extremely versatile modelling characteristics are reinforced by the existence of a very efficient

solution procedure for the evaluation of the time-dependent marking occupation probabilities, from

which all the measures of interest are easily derived. We have obtained such efficient solution tech-

nique by specialising the general transient analysis method proposed for MRGP. Remarkably, the

computational complexity of this evaluation technique is reduced to the cost of the separate analysis of

the PMS inside each phase.
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Figure 2: SN submodel for the example of PMS

SN element PhN marking

  m(P1 ) = 1   m(P2 ) = 1   m(P3 ) = 1   m(P4 ) = 1   m(P ′4 ) = 1
firing rate of   t1 :   2λ ⋅ m(Up )   λ ⋅ m(Up )   5λ ⋅ m(Up )   2λ ⋅ m(Up )   2λ ⋅ m(Up )

  Turn − off  enabled if:   m(Up ) > 3   m(Up ) > 2   m(Up ) > 3   m(Up ) > 3   m(Up ) > 3

  Re c − ok  enabled if:   m(Up ) < 2   m(Up ) < 1   m(Up ) < 2   m(Up ) < 2   m(Up ) < 2

  Re c − nok  enabled if:   m(Up ) < 2   m(Up ) < 1   m(Up ) < 2   m(Up ) < 2   m(Up ) < 2

  S − fail1 enabled if:   m(Down) = 3   m(Down) = 4   m(Down) = 2   m(Down) = 2   m(Down) = 2

  S − fail2  enabled if:   m(Down) = 3   m(Down) = 4   m(Down) = 2   m(Down) = 2   m(Down) = 2

  S − fail3 enabled if:   m(Down) = 3   m(Down) = 4   m(Down) = 2   m(Down) = 2   m(Down) = 2

Table 2: Parameters of the SN dependent of the PhN marking
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